Amit

Favourable Points
Favourable Points give you the knowledge of your friendly
combination. People with your radical, lucky or friendly numbers are your good
friends or partners. Similarly people with your friendly ascendent are benefic and
those with friendly sign are close to you. Again lucky days, years and periods of
benefic planets bring prosperity, happiness and success.
Wearing favourable stones, metals & Colours bring forth mental and
physical happiness. Lucky stone enhances the luck. Starting any important work at
favourable time brings success. Meditation of the God (Ishta Deva) & racital of
favourable mantra gives mental peace & eternal happiness. Dealing in or donating
favourable items, cereals, liquids etc. brings prosperity at home. This way usage
of favourable points in daily life can be highly useful.

Radical No ........................:
Lucky No ..........................:
Friendly Numbers .............:
Evil Numbers ....................:
Good Years
........:
Favourable Days
.........:
Favourable Planets .........:
Friendly Signs
.............:
Friendly Ascendent ...........:
Favourable Stone ..............:
Other Stones .....................:
Lucky Stone ......................:
God to Worship
.....:
Favourable Metal ..............:
Favourable Colour ...........:
Favourable Direction .........:
Favourable Time ...............:
Items to donate
.:
Cereals .............................:
Liquids ..............................:

3
9
3, 5, 7, 9
1, 4, 8
21, 30, 39, 48, 57
Saturday, Wednesday, Sunday
Saturn, Mercury, Sun
Scorpio, Aries
Leo, Capricorn, Pisces
Diamond
White Zircon, White Sapphire
B-Sapphire
Surya
Silver
White
South-East
Sunrise
Sugar Candy, Curd, White Sandal
Rice
Milk
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Gems And Remedies
Performing Remedial measures & wearing stone for a planet helps increase
the positive aspects of the planets in the horoscope. Scientifically, recital of Mantra for a
particular planet forms a protection layer around the man. Stone increases the benefic
aspects by absorbing rays of the planet and flowing them into human body.
Normally a remedy is provided for the Major period lord Stone is worn for a
weak ascendent, 9th or benefic houselord. When you should wear which stone or adopt
which remedy is given in the following table along with its area of effectiveness. In each
Major period three option of Stone are given. You can select any option by looking at the
help you expect from the stone or remedy.

Gems and Remedies in Major Period
Life Stone
Lucky Stone
Benefic Stone

: Diamond
: B-Sapphire
: Emerald
Ruby

Good health, Conquer enemies,
Kids happiness, Fame, Career success
Good health, Wealth, Kids happiness
Savings, Comforts, Kids happiness

Dasa

Stone

Power Mantra/Fast-Donation/Benefits

Ketu
12/05/1981
10/10/1982

Ruby
B-Sapphire
Emerald

69%
66%
64%

Om Sram Srim Srom Sah Ketve Namah (17000)
Tuesday-Mole, Seven-grains, Coconut, Arms, Mustard oil
Fame, Comforts, Kids happiness

Venus
10/10/1982
10/10/2002

Diamond
Ruby
Emerald

77%
77%
76%

Om Dram Drim Drom Sah Shukraye Namah (16000)
Friday-Rice, Sugar Candy, Curd, White Sandal, Milk
Good health, Conquer enemies, Kids happiness

Sun
10/10/2002
10/10/2008

Ruby
B-Sapphire
Emerald

94%
74%
69%

Om Hram Hrim Hrom Sah Suryaye Namah (7000)
Sunday-Wheat, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal, Ghee
Savings, Comforts, Kids happiness

Moon
10/10/2008
10/10/2018

Ruby
B-Sapphire
Emerald

76%
74%
67%

Om Shram Shrim Shrom Sah Chandramase Namah (11000)
Monday-Rice, Conch Shell, Musk, White Sandal, Curd
Comforts, Power, Kids happiness

Mars
10/10/2018
10/10/2025

Ruby
B-Sapphire
Emerald

84%
77%
66%

Om Kram Krim Krom Sah Bhomaye Namah (10000)
Tuesday-Malka, Molasses, Musk, Red Sandal, Ghee
Savings, Marital bliss, Kids happiness

Rahu
10/10/2025
10/10/2043

B-Sapphire
Ruby
Emerald

74%
69%
66%

Om Bhram Bhrim Bhrom Sah Rahve Namah (18000)
Saturday-Mole, Rape-seed, Sword, Blanket, Mustard oil
Power, Marital bliss, Kids happiness

Jupiter
10/10/2043
10/10/2059

Ruby
B-Sapphire
Emerald

84%
77%
60%

Om Gram Grim Grom Sah Brihaspataye Namah (19000)
Thursday-Gram, Turmeric, Book, Yellow Fruit, Mustard oil
Kids happiness, Avoids accident, Kids happiness
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Yoga Karakas
In any horoscope, some planets give positive results & some give negative results
depending upon the lordship and its placement. These planets behave differently in
different dasa periods depending upon the placement of dasa lord and their relation
with dasa lord. For the convenience, we have computed the benefic property of the
planet in percentage. Any planet securing over 50 points may be taken as benefic
and below that it is malefic. Using this information you can study the dasa effects of
your horoscope yourself. Similarly, the effect of transits can also be studied using
this data.

Yoga Karakas & Marakas
For Taurus Lagna

:

For the Horoscope

:

YogaKaraka
Maraka
YogaKaraka
Maraka

-

Ven, Sat, Sun
Mon, Mar, Jup
Mer, Sun, Sat
Rah, Jup, Mon

Strength of Planets in the horoscope
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

69%
55%
62%
70%
50%
66%
68%
27%
56%

Savings, Comforts
Comforts, Power
Savings, Marital bliss,
Good health, Wealth, Kids happiness
Kids happiness, Avoids accident, Earnings
Good health, Conquer enemies,
Kids happiness, Fame, Career success
Power, Comforts
Fame, Kids happiness

Strength of Planets in Dasa periods
Period
Ket
Ven
Sun
Mon
Mar
Rah
Jup
Sat
Mer

Ending
10/10/1982
10/10/2002
10/10/2008
10/10/2018
10/10/2025
10/10/2043
10/10/2059
10/10/2078
10/10/2095

Sun

Mon

Mar

Mer

Jup

Ven

Sat

Rah

Ket

53
41
97
82
97
54
66
41
66

34
46
75
90
75
34
59
34
46

75
50
94
66
94
51
62
37
50

70
98
54
80
41
54
58
83
98

60
60
56
44
56
44
88
75
60

80
95
39
65
52
64
55
80
95

57
82
40
53
53
65
84
97
69

20
45
32
20
32
76
32
45
32

90
75
48
34
73
34
63
50
63
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How to wear the stone
To obtain the full benefic effect of stone, wear it while Moon is waxing on the specified day
and time. Wearing it in the specified Nakshatra enhances the benefic effects of the stone. Take
the stone of a size specified or greater in fractions of 1/4 Ratti rejecting fractions of 3/4 Ratti like
4 - 1/4 Ratti. Get it studded in the specified metal such that it touches the finger from bottom. If you
are making a pendant then it should also touch your body.
Before wearing it light lamp and incense stick and meditate on your God. Clean the ring in
fresh milk and then Ganga water. Perform pooja and recite the specified mantra 108 times. Then
wear the stone in the specified finger of your Right hand. After wearing the ring give alms as
specified for that stone.
If you are already wearing a stone then avoid wearing a contradictory stone as per the table
below. By wearing the stone as specified here gives more benefic results in much lesser time.
Stone

Planet

Weight

Metal

Ruby
Pearl
Coral
Emerald
Y-Saph
Diamond
B-Saph
Gomed
Cat's eye

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

4 Ratti
4 Ratti
6 Ratti
4 Ratti
4 Ratti
1/4 Ratti
4 Ratti
5 Ratti
6 Ratti

Gold
Silver
Silver
Gold
Gold
Platinum
5- Metal
8-Metal
Silver

Stone
Ruby
Pearl
Coral
Emerald
Y-Saph
Diamond
B-Saph
Gomed
Cat's eye

Mantra
Om
Om
Om
Om
Om
Om
Om
Om
Om

Finger Day
Ring
Little
Ring
Little
First
Little
Middle
Middle
Ring

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sat
Thu

Time
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Evening
Night
Night

Contradictory Stone

Ghirini Suryaye Namah
Som Somaye Namah
Am Angarkaye Namah
Bum Budhaye Namah
Brim Brihaspataye Namah
Shum Shukrayaye Namah
Sun Shaneshcharaye Namah
Ram Rahave Namah
Kem Ketve Namah

Diamond, B-Saph, Gomed
Gomed
Diamond, Gomed, B-Saph
---Diamond, Gomed
Ruby, Coral, Y-Saph
Ruby, Coral, Y-Saph
Ruby, Pearl, Coral
----

Nakshatra
Krittika, U Phal, U Shada
Rohini, Hasta, Sravana
Mrgshra, Chitra, Dhanishta
Ashlesha, Jyestha, Revati
Punarvasu, Vishaka, P Bhad
Bharani, P Pahl, P Shada
Pushya, Anuradha, U Bhad
Ardra, Swati, Shatbhisha
Ashwani, Magha, Moola

Items
Wheat, Sandal, Ghee, Red Cloth
Rice, Sugar, Curd, White Cloth
Wheat, Copper, Gur, Red Cloth
Moong, Bronze, Green Cloth
Gram Pulse, Gur, Yellow Cloth
Rice, Silver, White Cloth
Horse Bean, Oil, Black Cloth
Mole, Oil, Lead, Blue Cloth
7 Corns, Coconut, Brown Cloth
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Sade-Sati Consideration
A horoscope is said to be under 'Sade-Sati' effect when the Saturn transits
through the 12th, 1st and 2nd house from Natal Moon. It is said to be under 'Dhaiya'
effect when Saturn transits over the 4th or 8th house over the Natal Moon. The effect
of Sade-Sati remains for seven & a half year and that of Dhaiya remains for two and a
half year. This generally affects health, mental peace & finance.
Generally Sade-Sati comes thrice in a horoscope in the life time - first in
childhood, second in youth & third in old-age. First Sade-Sati has effect on education
& parents. Second Sade-Sati has effect on profession, finance & family. The last one
affects health more than anything else. Following tables give the periods of Sade-Sati
and their effects.

Period of Saturn's Sadesati
First cycle :Sadesati's Third Dhaiya:
Dhaiya over Fourth House:
Dhaiya over Eighth House:
Sadesati's First Dhaiya:
Sadesati's Second Dhaiya:

12/05/81 - 06/10/82
17/09/85 - 17/12/87
16/02/96 - 17/04/98
06/09/04 - 13/01/05
01/11/06 - 10/01/07

---------------------------------------------------------------------------26/05/05 - 01/11/06
16/07/07 - 10/09/09

---------------------------------------------------------------------------10/01/07 - 16/07/07
--------------------------

10/09/09 - 15/11/11
02/11/14 - 26/01/17
29/03/25 - 03/06/27
13/07/34 - 27/08/36
27/08/36 - 22/10/38

16/05/12 - 04/08/12
21/06/17 - 26/10/17
20/10/27 - 23/02/28
-------------------------05/04/39 - 13/07/39

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

22/10/38 - 05/04/39
11/12/43 - 23/06/44
14/05/54 - 02/09/54
24/08/63 - 06/02/64
13/10/65 - 03/02/66

13/07/39 - 28/01/41
30/08/44 - 08/12/46
05/02/55 - 07/04/57
09/05/64 - 13/10/65
03/07/66 - 30/08/68

06/02/41 - 26/09/41
--------------------------------------------------03/02/66 - 03/07/66
--------------------------

Second cycle :Sadesati's Third Dhaiya:
Dhaiya over Fourth House:
Dhaiya over Eighth House:
Sadesati's First Dhaiya:
Sadesati's Second Dhaiya:

Third cycle :Sadesati's Third Dhaiya:
Dhaiya over Fourth House:
Dhaiya over Eighth House:
Sadesati's First Dhaiya:
Sadesati's Second Dhaiya:

Result of Saturn's Sadesati
Type Of Dhaiya

Result

Sadesati's Third Dhaiya:
Dhaiya over Fourth House:
Dhaiya over Eighth House:
Sadesati's First Dhaiya:
Sadesati's Second Dhaiya:

Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Bad

Area
Kids
Marital problems
Earning
Loss of power
Loss in comforts
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Remedies of Sade-Sati
Ill effect of Saturn's sade-sati can be reduced by giving alms, performing
pooja, fasting or reciting mantra.
Giving alms of black cloth, Urad pulse (horse-bean), black mole, leather
shoes, cereals or iron as per your capacity. Perform pooja of Lord Saturn on
Saturdays. Keep fast on Saturdays. Restrict your food to Urad pulse, grams, gram
flour, blackmole, black salt and fruits. Recite or get it recited by a brahmin the
following Mantra for 19000 times on a Saturday:-

EÎ ¤ÁN ¤ÃN ¤ÌN p: ncÉî UjÁi ch:||
To get benefic effects of sade-sati on health, mental peace, family
happiness, finance and profession you are suggested for Maha-mrityunjaya Japa. Get
the following mantra enchanted for 125000 times.

EÎ óièfPh¿ iWÁhqÈ pÄRÂãbN dÄÂ ïZmbêch|
DmÁêx PÂhm fãbcÁãhÆß iËhÄêrÃi hÁÀhÆ_ Á_¿||
Optionally enchant 108 times the following mantra everyday in the morning:-

EÎ qËN WÅN pO EÎ gÅg Äêm ðmO EÎ||
You are also suggested to wear an Blue Sapphire ring of 5-1/4 caret made
up of 5 metals. Wear the iron ring made of horse-shoe or nail from a boat in
middle finger of Right hand.
Wear this stone in waxing moon on Saturday in the evening half an hour
before sun set. Pushya, Anuradha or Uttara Bhadrapad nakshatra on that day is
preferred. Keep fast on Saturday.
Before wearing the ring, clean it in fresh milk and Ganga water, light incense
stick, perform pooja and recite the following mantra 108 times:-

EÎ nN ncÉî UjÁi ch:||
After wearing the ring give alms. This will reduce the ill effects of Saturn
giving peace and prosperity.
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Manglik Vichar
In the boy or the girl’s horoscope when Mars is in ascendant, fourth
house, seventh house, eighth house or twelfth house then it is called Manglik
dosh.
Manglik dosh is considered stronger when Mars is placed in the
ascendant than when Mars is conjoined with Moon in ascendant. If according to
the Shastras the Manglik dosh of both the boy and the girl is getting cancelled
then they are guaranteed a happily married life. On the other hand, if this Manglik
dosh is not cancelled then they are likely to face unnecessary problems and
hurdles in life. So one must begin his/her married life after getting their
horoscopes thoroughly matched. After getting the Manglik dosh properly
cancelled the native shall be bestowed with a peaceful and wealthy life.
* - * - * -* - *- * - * - * At the time of your birth Mars was placed in the twelfth house so you
are Manglik but according to the shastras your Manglik dosh is cancelled. Due to
Mars’ benefic effects you will enjoy good health. You will be extravagant but you
will spend only for a good cause. Your wife will also enjoy good health and you will
lead a happily married life.
With the effect of Mars your marriage will be unnecessarily delayed
but the ceremony will take place in a congenial atmosphere. Even after marriage
your life will be peaceful. You will have various luxuries and comforts in life. The
enemies will be weak and you will easily defeat them.
In your horoscope Mars is placed in the twelfth house so you will
spend money on auspicious causes. You will lead a happy and luxurious life. The
people around you will accept your influence. Your brothers and sisters will
cooperate with you in the best possible way. Mars’ aspect over the sixth house
shows then the enemies will be defeated by you. Mars’ aspect over the seventh
house shows that it is good for your future life partner she will enjoy good health
but she will become slightly aggressive. You will be fully devoted to her. Your
marital life will be peaceful and there will not be any unnecessary problems.
To make your married life happier you must marry a girl who is either
non-Manglik or Manglik but her dosh is cancelled. In this case you will lead a
respectable, prosperous and luxurious life.
At the time of matching if Mars is placed in the twelfth house then try to
avoid this marriage. You must get your horoscope thoroughly matched before
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getting married.
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Kaal Sarp Yoga
If all the 7 planets are situated between Rahu and Ketu then Kaal Sarp
Yog is formed. Therefore it is essential that such natives should arrange for
remedy of Kaal Sarp Yog so that lucky planets of the horoscope could render
favourable results.
According to the situation of Rahu in 12 houses of horoscope there
are Kaal Sarp Yogas of 12 types. These are
1. Anant, 2. Kulik, 3. Vasuki, 4. Shankhpal, 5. Padma, 6. Mahapadma, 7.
Takshak, 8. Karkotak, 9. Shankhchud, 10. Ghaatak, 11. Vishdhar and 12.
Sheshnag.
The Kaal Sarp Yog is of two types- Ascending and Descending. If all
the 7 planets are eaten away by Rahu's mouth then it is Ascending Kaal Sarp
Yog. If all planets are situated in back of Rahu then Descending Kaal Sarp Yog
is formed.
If all houses situated between Rahu and Ketu have planets then Kaal
Sarp Yog is fully effective. If Sun or Moon is present with Rahu or Ketu then this
yoga is more lethal. If Rahu, Sun and Moon are all situated together then Grahan
Kaal Sarp Yog is formed. This is 1000 times more powerful. For such a native it
is essential to arrange for remedies and shanti of Kaal Sarp Yog.
If in horoscope all 7 planets are between Rahu and Ketu but partially
few planets are outside the axis of Rahu and Ketu then Partial Kaal Sarp Yog is
formed. If only one planet is outside the axis of Rahu and Ketu then also Partial
Kaal Sarp Yog is formed.

The effect of Kaal Sarp Yog
The native having Kaal Sarp Yog suffers from mental unrest, hurdles in
gain of wealth, barriers in having children and uninterrupted disputes in married
life. Usually the native sees bad dreams. Different fears and worries persist.
The native does not get full reward of his talents. Normally the success in work
is delayed. Sudden loss of money or prestige is an indication of this yoga. The
native without any reason suffers from diseases that are not cured by medicine.
The prescribed remedies of Kaal Sarp Yog can give relief from these
problems. According to horosope whenever the mahadasha or antardasha of
Rahu/Ketu comes then Kaal Sarp Yog is more effective. The transit of Rahu and
Ketu through Rahu or Ketu or Moon of natal chart also makes this yoga more
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influential. At that time remedies or worship carried out with devotion are highly
useful. You can also lit lamp of mustard oil for 43 days before Kaal Sarp Yog
Yantra to get rid of troubles and to ensure all round development.

Kaal Sarp Yog in your horoscope
Your horoscope does not contain Kaal Sarp Yog. Therefore you do not
require shanti for Kaal Sarp Yog. You will lead a happy life.
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A Brief Review
At the time of your birth, Taurus Ascendant (Lagna) rising with Aries
Navamsa and Virgo Dreskana in Rohini first Pad denotes very bright prospects for
you. If you are fortunate enough to have the other planets forming Raj Yoga, you
will attain a very good position in life.
As it is, the configuration is favourable to you. You will lead a life of
comfort and ease with more than adequate money and a blissful family life. Your
sign, the bull, represents a virtue which you have in abundance. You are soft
spoken and truthful, and will rise by your own efforts, without coventing others’
assets. Because of these qualities, you are adored by others who look for your
guidance in various matters.
Basically you are a peace-loving individual who shuns getting into
controversies or meddling in others affairs. But there may be occasions when you
are provoked to which you may react violently. You would do well to avoid this by
keeping your emotions under control.
This will pay handsome dividends because your large circle of friends
will then lend you whatever aid you need wholeheartedly.
By sheer hard work and planned programmes you will earn a lot of
money. But even then you are not satisfied, because so far as you are concerned,
to accumulate assets the sky is the limit. It is due to this avariciousness that you will
act almost like a miser by being tightfisted.
Physically, you will be of middle stature with broad shoulders and well
developed muscles. Below your broad forehead can be found a pair of sparkling
eyes.
Your domestics atmosphere will be the envy of others. You will have a
happy home with a loving spouse and the relations between the two will be very
harmonious. A well maintained house, with good furniture and other physical
comforts, presents a picture of affluence and orderliness.
While you will enjoy sound health for the better part of your life, you will
have to be careful as age advances as there may be chances of your suffering
from sore throat, cough and cold, pain and swelling in the legs.
The ideal professions from which you can choose from are those
connected with pearls, ice cream, property dealership, automobiles and petrol.
For you the lucky dates are the vibrating 2 and 8. Numbers 7 and 9
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attract you, but the number which you will have to shun is 5.
Plan your programmes in such a way that you do most of your major
works on Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday which are your lucky days.
In choosing colours, go for white, pink and green, avoiding red
altogether.
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NakshatraPhal
This child was born in the fourth charan of Magha Constellation. Her
birth sign is Leo and his sign lord is Sun. He belongs to the Kshatriya Varna,
Mooshak Yoni, Mooshak Varga, Antya Nadi and Rakshasa Gana. According to
the charan of the Constellation, his name should start with "Mey" as in Mehar
Singh.
He belongs to Gandmool Constellation and though birth in its fourth
charan is not all that harmful yet its propitiation should be done within six months
of the birth of this child. For this mantras should be recited for about twenty-eight
thousand times and on the twenty-eighth day, the one-tenth of the recited mantras
should be done hawan.

EÎN Âd_Æçi: ðmbÁÂiçi: ðmbÁ ch:|
Âd_ÁhqÈçi: ðmbÁÂiçi: ðmbÁ ch:|
d»Âd_ÁhqÈçi: ðmbÁÂiçi: ðmbÁ ch:|
@rãcÂd_jË lhÃhmã_: Âd_jË\_Æäiã_ Âd_j: nÄãbâih¿||
WÁ_P dÂjWÁ_:
His house will be full of servants and he will be rich throughout his life.
He will respect and obey his parents and will have faith in God. He might become
a successful industrialist.

fqÄgÆßi: bcË gËRÃ pÄjÂd_ÆgÐ_Ë hqËvh: ÂdsÈ|
fÆq×WÁ_Ph¿
He will respect his elders and parents. Fearless and courageous by
nature, he will tackle all his problems boldly and confidently. He might get into the
police or army. He might even work as a Government Servant.

fqÄgÆßiË bcÃ gËRÃ Âd_ÆgÐ_Ë hqËvhÃ|
UhÅcÁ`Á jÁWpÈmÃ hSÁiÁN WÁi_È cj:||
hÁcpÁRjÃ
On stage, he will be successful in changing roles. He will participate in
all the functions taking place near his place. He might become a high official.
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fqÄxdË bcÃgËRÃ Âd_ÆgÐ_Ë hqËßpmÃ|
cjcÁ`Ë jÁWpÈmÃ hSÁiÁN WÁi_È cj:||
WÁ_PaÃÂdPÁ
He will be aggressive by nature and his heart will be cruel. His interest
will be in attaining more and more knowledge. With the help of his intelligence he
will destroy his enemies. Many virtuous deeds will be done by him and he will
never commit a sin consciously.
Sometimes there might be visible traces of arrogance in his nature.
Women will be his weakness and he will be fully dominated by them. He will have
a respectable standing in his society.

P[ËjÂUß_: Âd_ÆgÂÐ_iÄÐ_ð_Ãm» ðmgÁmðßmcmvÂmv:|
UÈWãhgN iði hSÁ cS: pãhÂ_ paÁjÁÂ_ ÂmSÁ_ar:||
WÁ_PÁgj^h¿
This child was born with the Loha (Iron) Pada which indicates that he
will lead the life of destitution. His life will be devoid of wealth and luxuries. But in
his horoscope moon is in the lucky sign so he will wear good clothes which will
be his weakness and he will own several vehicles. His children will be intelligent
and obedient. He will have faith in God and religion. He will be emotionally
attached with his mother. He will be very fond of swimming and will be charitable
by nature. His life will be flourished with wealth and luxuries.

Being born in leo sign will make this child an aggressive man. His
cheeks and face will be big and his eyes will be small and pale. Trekking on
mountains and forests will be his favourite hobby. At such tours he might have to
suffer from hunger, thirst, stomachache or toothache. His liking will be for
non-vegetarian food.
Charitable by nature, he will give heavy donations to the needy
persons and many people will live off him. He will love and obey his mother. He
will not have many sons.

_Ãò^: ð`ÅkqcÄÂêmnÁkmac: ÂdT¿RÈr^ËlëdÁßhW:|
ðsÃyÈoÃ Âd»ihÁpPÁcccR PÄäißiPÁiÈê ÂUjh¿||
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rÄ_Æï^Ëajaã_hÁcpxWÁ pèdÃÂ\_ðßiÁRmÁc|
ÂmP»Áã_: Âð`jbÃ: pÄRÂmê_hcÁhÁ_ÄÂmêbÈiË iËlPêgÈ||
fÆq×WÁ_Ph¿

His bones will be shapely and strong and he will not be prone to any
diseases. He will have a double chin and will be aggressive by nature. His chest
will be broad and attractive . He will win the adulation of the public by his chivalry.
He will have a mature mind and will never take hasty decisions.

ð`ÅkÁÂð`hêãajËhÁ dÆ`ÄmacRkË q»ðmÂdT¿RÁÂriÄÒh:|
ðsÃyÈoÃ rÄÂßddÁpÁ W[jxajWdÃÂ\_Ë hÁNpgr:||
aÁ_Á_Ãò^ËlëddÄsË ÂmÂdccRjÂ_hÁ_Æmîi pÄmrÁ|
ÂmP»Áã_: PÁiÁêkÁdÃ nngÆÂ_jÂmgÈ pmêRègÃj aÆÂïZ:||
pÁjÁmkÃ

He will earn his own living and he will be financially well-off. His liking
will be for non-vegetarian food and sex will be his weakness.

ÂdT¿RÈr^: ð`ÅkqcÄÂmênÁkmÐsËlÂghÁcÃ pdjÁP»h:|
PÄäißPÁiÈê mcnÉkRÁhÃ hÁ_ÄÂmêbÈi: Âð`jbÃ: hÆRÈãa»È^||
ekaÃÂdPÁ
His nature will be forgiving and he will prefer to forgive and forget
rather than take revenge or punish the person who does some harm to him.
Active and agile, he will never sit idle. He will get many opportunities to go
abroad. He will impress others by his politeness.

Dajgj^_ÄïZ: P»ËbcË hÁNpkÄæbË|
RqcRÄxRÄqÁcÁN pÈmPË fNbÄqÃc:||
PÂdkcic gÒcð_ÄT¿RmrÁ: rÄbÁ_Ëê|
ÂmdÄk pÄj_pÈmÃ ÂpNq jÁÂn gÈ hcÄïi:||
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WÁ_PaÃÂdPÁ
He will love and obey his parents. In his society he will get fame and a
respectable standing.

@Uk PÁcciÁchcËj`N RÆqPÂkÙU RkËajdÃ\ch¿|
ÂyWdÂ_hÆRêjÁWR_Ë cÆ^ÁNÂm_cÄ_È _cÄ_ÈWÂmqÃc_Áh¿||
WÁ_PÁgj^h¿
His eyes will be big and beautiful and his physique will be very
attractive. He will lead a very happy and satisfying life. He will have a mature mind.

ÂpNqð`È dÆ`ÄkËUc: pÄfacË RègÃjaÆÂïZ: pÄQÃ||
WÁ_P dÂjWÁ_:
Since this child was born in Rakshasa Gana, he will be a glib talker.
He will be cruel-hearted but will never fear anything in life. He will do all his work
patiently and confidently. For his own selfish gains he will stoop to any level.

He might have to suffer from diabetes. He will not be very good
looking. During conversation, he will speak harsh words which will hurt others.

@cëdWëdîU P[ËjÂUß_: ðiÁßpÁqpÃ P»ËbdjËz_îU|
aÄ:nÃkmÆ_: PkÃPÆßmkÃhÁc jrËR^ËßdãcjË ÂmjËbÃ||
WÁ_Pgj^h¿
He belongs to Mooshak Yoni which indicates that he will have a sharp
brain. His life will be full of luxury and wealth. Sitting idle will be despised by him
and he will do this work with vigour and zeal. But he will not be a gullible person
and people will find it difficult to deceive them.He will never trust anyone.
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fÄÂzhÁc¿ Âmß_pèdÅ^ê: ðmPÁiêPj^Ëv_:|
@d»h_ËläiÂmîmÁpÃ cjË hÅoP iËÂcW:||
hÁcpÁRjÃ
At the time of his birth moon was positioned in the fourth bhava which
indicates good health for his mother. Her life will be flourished with wealth and
luxuries. She will dote on him and will take full care of him. They will get along
very well and will seldom have any disputes. She will help him in buying vehicles.
He will heartily respect and obey her. He will selflessly serve her all
his life. They will get along well and lead a peaceful and happy life.
During the birth of this child sun was in the twelfth house of lucky sign.
This indicates good health, prosperity and longevity for his father. His father will
help and support him in every possible way. He will inspire him to be charitable
and generous.
He will respect and obey his father. They will get along well and will be
lucky for each other. They will share their joys and sorrows.
AdPÈ Wãh phi hÈN hNRk PÃ Âð`Â_ yÁan gÁm hÈN ÂmvhÁc qÉ
@_: gÁC fÂqcËN pÈ Ad pÁhÁãi ðcÈq _`Á pèhÁc d»Áä_ PjÈNRÈ| DcPÁ
ðmÁðài gÃ hâih jqÈRÁ HmN iaÁ PaÁ nÁjÃÂjP xd pÈ @ðmð`_Á gÃ DchÈN
ÂmvhÁc jqÈRÃ| bc pèdÂß_ pÈ mÈ d»Ái: iÄÐ_ jqÈNRÈ _`Á WÃmc hÈN AdPË
mÁNÂV_ AÂ`êP _`Á @ãi xd pÈ @dcÁ pqiËR d»aÁc Pj_È jqÈNRÈ| BpPÈ
@Â_ÂjÐ_ pÄQ aÄ:Q hÈN gÃ AdPË DãpÈ dÅ^ê pqÁcÄgÅÂ_ _`Á pqÁi_Á d»Áä_
qËRÃ|
AdPÈ hc hÈN gÃ DcPÈ d»Â_ pèhÁc HmN ðcÈq PÃ gÁmcÁ jqÈRÃ
HmN i`ÁnÂÐ_ WÃmc hÈN DcPË @dcÃ Kj pÈ AÂ`êP iÁ @ãi d»PÁj pÈ pqiËR
d»aÁc PjcÈ PÈ ÂkH _ßdj jqÈNRÈ djã_Ä iaÁ PaÁ h_gÈaËN PÈ PÁj^ _cÁm PÃ
Âð`Â_ gÃ Dßdãc qËRÃ djã_Ä PÄV phi PÈ fÁa pf PÄV ðm_: qÃ [ÃP qË
WÁHRÁ|
The Jyestha month, third, eighth and thirteenth tithi, Mool
Constellation, Dhruti Yoga, Bava Karan, Saturday morning and when Moon is in
the Capricorn sign the time will be malefic for the child. It is advisable not to start
any important work on the name of this child between fifteenth May and
fourteenth June and on the above-mentioned dates. The child should be given
extra care and protection during this period.
Even when he grows up, this child might have to face mental tensions
due to failure in business or demotion in service. To remove the hurdles from his
path of success, he must worship his favourite God Sun and keep fast on
sundays. He should get donated ruby,gold,red cloth,red flower, wheat,gur etc.
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and get recited mantras for Sun for about six thousand times. This will provide
him with mental peace and success in ventures.

EÎ q»ÁN q»ÃN q»ÍN p: pÅiÁêi ch:|
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Physique, Personality, Appearence & Nature
Born at a time when Taurus Ascendant was rising, you have a short/
medium physique, with a well-developed body tending to be plump. Endowed
with a clear complexion. your bright eyes below a prominent forehead give others
a good impression. A thick neck, with dark hair on the head, throws you up as a
well-fed individual, which you are. With an enchanting smile on your lips, the
overall picture you present is that of a dependable person who takes life in its
stride, without a worry in the world.
By and large, Taureans enjoy robust health, but they are up against a
problem in that they have a very sensitive throat requiring constant attention,
failing which they will suffer from throat infection, diphtheria or tonsils. Also, it is
not uncommon for them to have toothache, pimples and eyesore. As they get
old, they may be hit by diseases like apoplexy, plethora and constipation.
As Taureans’ recuperative power is limited, they should, in the event
of falling ill, make it a point to go to a doctor instead of being casual about it. They
should not get impatient when it takes quite some time for them to get over an
ailment.
By nature, you are a quiet, unassuming person who wants to lead a life
of pleasure in the company of the opposite sex. But once you get married, you
will be a domesticated individual, desirous of a harmonious, happy home. Slow,
yet steady, you want to pursue your vocation with patience and perseverance,
without getting entangled in controversies. But in the face of opposition, you
become stubborn and refuse to compromise. Happy-go-lucky, you normally don’t
lose your temper, but when you do, you will stop at nothing to teach a lesson to
the offending party. Taureous have the tendency to suffer from throat infections.
They must at take precautions to prevent toothache, pimples or eye problems
also.
With Venus in its own house in Taurus Ascendant, you will have an
attractive personality with a good complexion, well proportioned body and hazel
eyes which will prove to be a hit with the opposite sex. It is because of this that
you may come up against two problems: An unpleasant family life and getting
your excellent health impaired because of an overindulgence in sex.
You will be quite popular in society because of your hospitable nature
and love for the good things of life. Wherever you go, you will usher in a pleasant
atmosphere, as you use highly aromatic scent.
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Wealth, Family, Eyes & Speech
At the time of your birth Gemini sign was rising in the 2nd house.
Mercury, being lord of this sign indicates that you are very interested in
accumulation of wealth for your present and future. You will invest in gold and
property. Your food tastes are of a wide range, particularly in sweets.
As this house represents speech, you would prove to be stubborn
and stead-fast. Yet you may change your views if you find that you may be wrong.
You like a happy and harmonious family life. You may acquire estates, garden,
etc. You are hospitable to guests but expect returns from them. If there are not
forthcoming, you despise them.
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Coborns, Publications, Music, Short Travels
At the time of your birth, cancer sign was placed in the 3rd house.
Moon being the lord of this sign indicates that you are emotional and very
sensitive.
Because Cancer is the sign most closely connected with the Moon,
you can be very strong and secure emotionally.
Being close to your mother is especially important, and you need a lot
of love and affection from her as well as from others in your family. When you are
older, you’ll be very good at giving the same kind of support to others and taking
care of people in need. Even now you may do this with your friends or younger
brothers and sisters. Later on in life, you may play the role of parent to many
people.
Feelings are more important to you then logical thinking. You get very
attached to certain ideas, points, view and even objects. You are unusually
sensitive to other people’s feelings. You often know how they feel before they
say anything, and you care very much how they feel.
If you have brothers and sisters, you will be very attached to them.
You will do a lot for them.
You are timid on occasions and courageous on others. You are
mentally strong. You tend to lose your temper if your brothers and sisters do
something wrong but the outburst does not least long. You have an extremely
good memory.
You are a loyal and responsible person. You are wise and intelligent.
You are inclined towards higher education and philosophy. You will get renown
for your public work.
You are diplomatic and conventional. You are bold while taking action.
You may get renown as a leader of a group. You will also get renown through
public elections or writing or some new inventions. In your youth, you will be
involved in a lot of correspondence.
You are blessed with sources of communications like telephone,
television and telecommunications. You will be good at your work as a mediator,
messenger or a publicity officer.
You will be very interested in music and dance. Because of your keen
interest in music, you will learn to play musical instruments. Your interest in light
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music will enable you to forget your sorrow and grief.
You will undertake journeys by bus, train and plane.
Although Taurus Lagna indicates a strong attachment with your
brothers, Rahu in Cancer sign in the 3rd house does not let this be so and
indicates that you will face problems with your brothers, if you have any.
Though Taurus Lagna indicates that you will have various sources of
communication, Rahu prevents you from enjoying any source of communication,
early in life. You will not have communication sources right from the beginning
itself.
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Mother, Conveyence, Property, Education
Normally, a person born when the Leo sign was rising in the fourth
house will have the benefit of having an ideal mother who will be primarily
responsible for the progress of her progeny. Thus it is that you are likely to have
a mother who makes sacrifices for the welfare of her family and even finds time
to render services to others. You can be proud of her.
No wonder her indifferent health will cause you much concern. You will
have to repeatedly tell her that she shouldn’t overwork and tax her system.
There are fair chances of inheriting parental property through the good
offices of your mother, but there are no prospects at all of your chancing upon
any hidden treasure.
It is likely that your desire to have a good house in a posh colony will
materialise. Regarding conveyance, you will plan well, changing from one vehicle
to another according to your status. As and when you rise to an administrative
position, you may be able to afford a car.
Routine education you will have, but you may not succeed in securing
top academic qualification. In any event, you will not be able to achieve the
degree of knowledge you aspire for.
Your health will be fine by and large, but in the latter half of your life
you may encounter trouble connected with the chest or lungs. Hence, avoid
smoking.
With the Moon in Leo in the fourth house, you will have a mother who
will be a source of tremendous strength to you. Displaying drive and initiative, you
will undertake quite a lot of journeys and also take to writing in connection with
your property and domestic issues. You will have the ability to write well since you
would have obtained a high academic degree.
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Intellect, Children, Love & Romance
At the time of your birth, Virgo sign was rising in the 5th house, a
house of intellect and vedic knowledge. You are very brisk and quick in your work.
Mercury sign represents that you are fond of science, maths and accounts and
especially of medicine, food, diet etc. In matters of selection of a spouse, you
look more for intelligence and culture rather than mere looks.
Virgo tends to make you less passionate and romantic than what is
normally required. Keep your life partner cheerful and joyous.
You will have limited number of children. You may have to spend
much upon their education etc. In early part of your life, you may lose your child
due to ill health or in a accident.
You are a rigid follower of traditions and customs. You believe that
your present happiness is the gift of your virtuous deeds in earlier lives and
thereafter. You will act accordingly in the present, for your future life. You should
control your diet so as to not suffer from stomach disorders.
Saturn in the fifth house in Virgo sign indicates comforts and pleasure
through children. You will shine in your academic career. You appreciate religion
well. You will lead a prosperous life. You will impress the public by your eloquent
tongue.
You will lead a comfortable life because of talent, gentle speech and
praiseworthy attitude, You are deemed as fortunate and wealthy. Your health may
become indifferent. Your children’s health may pose a serious problem. This may
affect your otherwise happy attitude to life.
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Disease, Enemies, Servants, Relations
At the time of your birth Libra sign was placed in the 6th house.
Venus, the lord of this sign also enjoys the lordship of ascendant.
You may not enjoy doing hard work especially if you have to get dirty.
But you will have to overcome this as you grow older because everyone has to
meet life’s demands. You may try to get others to do your dirty work for you but
this would be a poor use of this energy.
You are very sensitive to pain. You may suffer from contagious
disease and high fever. Guard your health because if you fall ill, you will suffer for
a long time since your recuperative power is not satisfactory. You may also be
involved in accidents while driving rashly.
You will have many enemies. They will be jealous of your success and
prosperity and try to harm you. Unable to tolerate your progress, your friends will
try to harm you. You will suffer more at the hands of your friends than from known
foes. You will be compelled to resort to litigation through which you may lose both
money and reputation. But you will ultimately win after a struggle.
Your servants will not be reliable. They will damage your reputation by
telling your family secrets to others. They will be thieves.
You are a moody person and you will work according to your whims
and fancies. Consequently, the inflow of money will be irregular and you will not
be able to save enough for a rainy day. You may be under debt which will affect
your status. As your children too may not support you in money matters, your old
age will be troublesome.
Your maternal uncles and aunts will not maintain good relations among
themselves. You will not have cordial relations or satisfactory support from them.
Control your diet and resort to physical exercises, failing which you will
suffer from diabetes, kidney and gastric ulcers.
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Spouse, Marriage And Business Partner
The general trend is that those born at a time when Scorpio was in the
seventh house are fortunate humans, blessed with an excellent spouse and an
enjoyable home. A devoted husband and a loving wife, the couple will make an
ideal pair. This can be easily achieved if you marry a person born under the signs
of Scorpio, Pisces, Virgo, Capricorn or Cancer.
Even though you are genuinely committed to the comfort, happiness
and progress of your family, your spouse may have reservations about the
sincerity of your affection. This is because, being an introvert, you don’t publicly
display your emotions. So, it is necessary for you to become an extrovert and
openly express your affection time and again.
Desirous of enjoying a peaceful, pleasurable home, you will do all that
is in your power to ensure it. You will not mind spending lavishly to see that all
your family members are well dressed and appear decent and impressive in
public.
Blessed with a harmonious domestic atmosphere, you will evince
interest in the sweet things of life. That is why you will want to trade in scents,
cosmetics, luxury goods and jewellery. But if you prefer service, then the
professions that will suit you are those connected with finance, agriculture, music,
pleasure resorts and ladies’ garments.
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Dowry, Insurance, Longevity, Accident
At the time of your birth, Sagittarius sign was placed in the eighth
house. Jupiter, being the lord of this sign, the indications are that you will be
interested in the occult science right from the beginning. An important element of
your life will be thinking beyond the surface appearance of a situation to
understand what is the meaning of such a situation. You love mysteries and by
solving the mysteries you will develop a great understanding of life. You may also
have intuitive insights. In fact, you are blessed with the power of intuition and
prophetic.
Sometimes this placement indicates an interest in the supernatural
and when you are older you will be attracted to spiritual and mystical views of the
universe.
You are rich with all the comforts of life and inherit a lot of property
and being shrewd and business minded you will lose no opportunity is using this
property to your full advantage.
You will gain through marriage and prosperity through your partner as
well as inheritance is clearly indicated. You will receive a lot of dowry when you
get married. There will be no expense spared and you will benefit in terms of
money, jewels, vehicle, household goods, etc. which will aid in making your
married life prosperous and happy.
Further, you may gain unexpectedly through insurance claims though
there will be no real damage involved.
Your chart does not indicate any major instance of robbery so there is
no real cause for alarm. If at all, there will be minor thefts in which nothing of
much value will be lost.
Similarly there will be no serious accident during your life. There may
not even be a threat of one.
On the whole, you will enjoy good health and will live long. You may
suffer from jaundice and liver trouble. Other disease indicated are gout,
rheumatic pain, hip, fracture, lung trouble and pulmonary apoplexy.
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Fame, Worship & Long Travels
At the time of your birth, Capricorn sign was placed in the 9th house.
Saturn is the lord of this sign. You may seem much older than your years. It is
extremely important that your parents not require too much of you, because if you
are forced to be too grown up too soon, it could eventually take away the element
of joy in your life. You need youth too. Your standards are very high, and you may
tend to be rather hard on yourself when you don’t live up to your expectations.
Though you do not oppose religious rites and ceremonies, you do not
have much interest in all these. You are also, not interested in reading religious
literature. However, you have faith in the Almighty and observe fasts. You will
perform daily Pooja or go to temples. What you are afraid of is investing money
on these functions. You are interested in higher learning or other subjects. But
Dharms and Bhagya are far from your thoughts.
You may not undertake many long journeys. Long journeys will not be
fruitful for you not will they bring you financial gain.
You will be famous in your area because of your good behaviour and
you will set a good example to others who will envy you and want to follow in your
footsteps.
You have a well developed intuition. You believe in Karma. In your
opinion, Bhagya is only an instrument through which materialistic achievements
come about. Therefore you will advise others about Karma and noble deeds. As
your age advances, you will be convinced that Karma has no meaning against
Bhagya. Your Karma from your previous life will give you results in your middle
age but your old age will be unfortunate and troublesome to you.
No pleasure is indicated through grandchildren. You will suffer through
your grandchildren and other family members who will not support you.
You will face various ups and downs simultaneously in life and only
through wholehearted efforts and difficulties will you progress. However, you face
your fate boldly and squarely.
Ketu in the 9th house in Capricorn sign indicates that you present
yourself as a good person with spiritual interest and a follower of religious rites.
You openly work for Dharma and religious functions but you are not so attached
to religious rites and spiritual functions. You will study some religious and spiritual
literature just to increase your knowledge on this subject. You will enjoy various
holy journeys, pilgrimages and visit to temples and holy places.
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Although Taurus Lagna indicates suffering through grand children, this
position of Ketu nullifies the effect and instead you will get pleasure through your
grand children.
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Father, Profession, Status & Power
Those born when the Aquarius sign rising in the tenth house are
invariably tight-fisted and given to hoarding money even at the cost of denying
themselves comforts. The broad pattern outlined for them is taking up service in
a big concern, becoming a CID officer or a film actor. If one were to decide on
going into business, then the best area would be transport, followed by shipping
and exports, civil and mine contracts, bricks, copper and steel, or mechanical
engineering.
If you want to enter into politics, then you will have to bide your time.
Wait until Saturn Dasa to take the plunge, for that period will be highly auspicious.
Then you can hope to gain success not only in politics but also from government
sources.
It is better to curb your gambling tendency and lead an honest and
unselfish life, like your father. He has many good qualities which you too can
emulate. Like, for instance, his dedication to work and his desire to be of
assistance to the needy. He is intelligent, has sound reasoning faculty and
determination to attend to his job with devotion.
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Friends, Society, Elder Brothers
At the time of your birth, Pisces sign was placed in the eleventh
house. Jupiter is the lord of this sign.
You have many desires and since you are methodical, persevering,
industrious, true, sincere and honest, you will be able to fulfil your desires.
Whatever you aspire for, too, will come true.
The professions best suited for you are as a teacher, bank officer,
lawyer and company secretary and you will gain financially from them. You will
probably get handsome allowances, perks etc, even more so than what people
normally get.
This placement indicates that you will have good luck with friends
throughout your life and that you like being with others and having a good time.
Also, you are likely to seek friends who will show you new aspects of
life, who can expose you to what you would never have seen otherwise. For this
reason, your friends are often somewhat older and more experienced than you
are, and as you get older, you are likely to play this same role for younger people.
Especially later in life, your friends will include educated people and
businessmen who can do favours for you. As you go through life, you will grow
and mature most rapidly through your friends and the groups you associate with.
In society, too, you will encounter socially prominent people like high officials,
ministers etc., who will help you get ahead socially or professionally.
Your chart indicates that you will have more elder brothers than elder
sisters but it will be your elder brothers with whom you will share good relations
and who will support you even in adverse situations.
You may suffer from gastric troubles, varicose veins or guinea worms.
Affliction of bile and feet is denoted and diseases indicated are consumption,
tuberculosis, tumours and mucous trouble.
Left ear troubles are indicated and possibly a disease connected with
it which will cause you some discomfort and pain.
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Net Savings, Debts & Foreign Journeys
At the time of your birth, Aries sign was placed in the twelfth house
Mars is the lord of this sign.
You have the ability to save, will accumulate and hoard money and
never squander unnecessarily. Patience and perseverance form your basic
nature. Of materialistic mind, you will get money from others. You are practical
and will rise gradually, do not take chances, are absolutely not extravagant but
save always and do not invest money in risky enterprises. You know the value of
money and never waste.
Like the tortoise of the fable, you will reach your goal in the end.
Because of your natural caution, your economic finances will only rise slowly
throughout your life. There will be no dramatic successes in the stock market and
no fabulous profits from risky investments.
Long term investments suit your personality and are recommended by
the pattern of your stars. Consider real estate as an avenue for your surplus
capital, especially land development deals. Chancy as they are, your habit of
prolonged deliberation before acting will usually keep you on the safe side.
When you do spend money it will be on charitable and Samaritan acts
of mercy like helping a needy person or in the contribution of charitable
institutions.
You enjoy travelling and will do so. Foreign travel is definitely indicated
in your chart probably connected with religion and on a religious mission. It could
even be to help somebody. It is clear, however that what ever the purpose of the
journey it will definitely be for a good cause. It is another thing of course that you
will enjoy yourself tremendously seeing places of tourist interest when you can
spare time from your acts of mercy.
Eye trouble is indicated. There may be some pain in the left eye for
which early treatment is advised.
In Aries Sun is termed as in its exaltation place. It makes you
enterprising and full of new ideas on how to earn money which in turn you will
spend on education and perhaps on pilgrimages. Some of you may win in court
cases and though initially you may spend a lot of money, you will get back much
more than you spend.
Sun in Aries in the twelfth house makes you interested in going to
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foreign countries and perhaps you will get the chance to travel abroad and get to
see many new places.
However, long journeys will definitely be undertaken by you if you are
a government servant or you may travel a lot within the country on official tours.
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Numerological Life Graph
The relationship created by your radical number and lucky
number with the numbers related to the year of your birth and life,
are shown in the graph below. From this graph you can easily know
the benefic year of your life, or which year of your life is likely to be
malefic for you. To create this graph, relationship between the
radical and lucky numbers of the year of your life has been taken
into account. If the graph shows numbers more than 60, that year
likely to be important for you and if the number is less than 40, the
year can be a miserable one for you.
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|| AstroGraph ||
Astrograph is the astrological presentation of
any aspect of life graphically. It could be for health,
finance, mind, love or anything one may be interested
to know over period of time. Astrograph helps us in
understanding things better & easily which are
otherwise difficult to express in words.
The following pages show Astrograph for you
for the most important aspects of life that is health &
wealth. These astrographs have been taken on a
scale of 100. If your astrograph shows more than 50
marks it is good, above 65 is very good and above 80
is excellent. Below 50 it is fair, below 35 is bad and
below 20 may be considered as very bad.

0-20
20-35
35-50

Worst
Bad
Fair

50-65 Good
65-80 Very Good
80-100 Excellent
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AstroGraph for Health

AstroGraph for Finance
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AstroGraph for Health

AstroGraph for Finance
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AstroGraph for Health

AstroGraph for Finance
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AstroGraph for Health

AstroGraph for Finance
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Yearly Prediction - 2010

This year will give you mixed results.
Jupiter’s placement in the 7th house till June is okay. You may have
enough courage and confidence to carry out your pursuits nicely. You may
come across influential people and make friends with them. You will also do
well in your job/profession. Some of your important tasks may come through in
this period. The family atmosphere will be alright.
Its transit into the next house from June is not good. You may start
facing problems from different sources. Financial hassles can also be there.
The health of someone in the family may worry all of you.
Saturn’s placement in the 2nd house is not good. During the Ist half
of the year it will be under control and you will get good results, but the latter
half can be painful. Financially you may face problems. Any sort of new
investment should not be done without studying its pros and cons. You may
also develop strained relations with your own people.
Rahu’s placement in the 5th house and Ketu’s position in the 11th
house are good. There will be quite a few contacts with influential people which
can be beneficial to you.
To overcome the difficulties, wear an iron ring, on the middle finger
of your right hand, on a Saturday morning.

The Sub period of Mars in the major period of Moon ends on
11/03/2010 and thereafter you go through sub period of Rahu. Mars is placed
in Twelfth House in Aries whereas Rahu is placed in Third house in Cancer.
In the sub period of Mars, you will get the desired results without
much effort. Goals will be successfully reached. Business gains will be there.
Financially, this will prove to be a very good period for you. If employed, there
will be an improvement in your working conditions. The family atmosphere will
be pleasant and harmony among the members is indicated. All family
members will enjoy good health. There will be no opposition from your
enemies. Your health will improve. Risks, however should not be taken.
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Right from the beginning of the sub period of Rahu, you will
develop a tremendous courage and confidence in yourself. There will be a lot
of contacts with influential people which will prove extremely beneficial. Your
financial position will start improving. As an independent entrepreneur you will
do very well in your present business, etc. An expansion of the same or
launching of a new venture in not ruled out. If employed, then your working
conditions will improve considerably and a promotion may be expected. You
will also develop a very good rapport and understanding with your superiors.
There can be frequent journeys which will open new horizons. The attempts of
your opponents to tarnish your image will not be successful.
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Yearly Prediction - 2011
This year Jupiter will be passing over the ninth house. So with its
effects this year will prove to be highly auspicious and fruitful for you. During
this period you will have a strong inclination towards religion and charity. You
will enjoy good health and mental peace. Most of your pending works will be
completed and in business you may launch a new project. A promotion in
service or politics is strongly indicated. Financially this year will be average as
you will earn enough money for yourself. But the other transits and dasha will
not have benefic effects so there will be struggles and obstacles on your way
to success.
This year Saturn will be transiting over the second house. With its effects,
there will be tensions and disputes within the family. At times your family
members will not cooperate with you and this will cause mental tension. You
will be eager to complete your important works. with hard work and
preservence. But your enemies may create problems for you. There will be
hurdles on your way to success. Your financial position will be average.
Due to the last dasha of Saturn’s sadesati, you will face obstacles in
completing your social, business or political works. but by virtue of hard work
and labour you will be able to complete some of your important works. To
minimise its ill effects you must worship Saturn and give donations. You must
wear blue Sapphire or iron ring on the middle finger of your left hand on
Saturday.
This year Rahu will be passing over the fourth house and Ketu will
be moving over the tenth house. So this year will be generally good. You will
be keeping average health and mental peace. You may buy or sell a house or
a vehicle this year. Your financial position will be average as you will be able to
earn enough money. You will do well in your field of work, but parents may
experience physical and mental discomfort during this period. You may go on
journeys to places near and far.

The Sub period of Rahu in the major period of Moon ends on
10/09/2011 and thereafter you go through sub period of Jupiter. Rahu is
placed in Third House in Cancer whereas Jupiter is placed in Fifth house in
Virgo.
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From the beginning of the sub period of Rahu, you will lose
courage and confidence in yourself. You will not make any useful contacts
during this period. Financial problems will be there. As an independent
entrepreneur you will do badly in your business. You will not be able to expand
your present venture or start anything new. If in service, your working
conditions will deteriorate considerably and a long awaited promotion will fail to
come through. There will be strained relations with your superiors. You may be
asked to undertake journeys to far off and undesirable places. But, on the
positive side, your enemies will not be successful in their attempts to damage
your reputation.
Sub period of Jupiter, is not a good period for creative job. If
involved in a creative job, you will fail to get the desired results. Rather, loss is
certain, making things more difficult financially than they already are. The family
atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of harmony among the members is
indicated. Marriage plans will not materialize. Your friends will not lend support
to you. Your reputation will suffer. If you are not careful, your enemies will
succeed in their attempts to spoil your image. An addition to the family is
indicated which will cheer you up.
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Yearly Prediction - 2012
The year Jupiter will be moving over the tenth house so this period
will prove to be very important and auspicious. You will get the desired
success and profit in business or work. You will be on good terms with the
high officials or politicians and they will extend their whole-hearted support to
you. This year you may be honoured on the state level. The atmosphere at
home will be peaceful and congenial. You will get the desired profit and
success in your field of work. Due to which your financial position will be
strong. But you will be deprived of rest and sleep. You are advised to be polite
towards others. The other transits will be malefic but dasha will have benefic
effects on you.
This year Saturn will be transiting over second house. So with its effect the
atmosphere at house will be average. Your financial position will be strong.
Even mentally you will remain peaceful and you will complete all your works.
Since you will not have any strong rivals you will get the desired progress and
success in business or service.
Due to the last dasha of Saturn’s sadesati, you may face hurdles in progress.
but you will be able get over them with hard work. To minimize its ill effects you
must worship Saturn and wear blue sapphire or iron ring on the middle finger of
your left hand. This will increase the benefic effects.
This year Rahu will be passing over the fourth house and Ketu will
be transmitting over the tenth house. With its effect this year will be fruitful for
you. During this period you will remain mentally happy and healthy. You may
buy or sell a new house or vehicle. There will be an inflow of money from many
sources as a result of which your financial position will be very strong. You will
get the desired success and profit in your field of work or business. But for
your parents this year will be average and they may suffer from physical and
mental discomfiture at times. You may go on journeys to places near and far.

The Sub period of Jupiter in the major period of Moon is operating
this year. Jupiter is placed in Fifth House in Virgo whereas Moon is placed in
Fourth house in Leo.
Sub period of Jupiter, is not a good period for creative job. If
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involved in a creative job, you will fail to get the desired results. Rather, loss is
certain, making things more difficult financially than they already are. The family
atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of harmony among the members is
indicated. Marriage plans will not materialize. Your friends will not lend support
to you. Your reputation will suffer. If you are not careful, your enemies will
succeed in their attempts to spoil your image. An addition to the family is
indicated which will cheer you up.
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Yearly Prediction - 2013
This year transit Jupiter will be passing over the eleventh house.
So this period will be highly auspicious and fruitful for you. During this period
you will find new sources of income and earn a lot of money as a result of
which you will own a handsome bank balance. In your field of work you will get
the desired success and profit. A promotion in service or politics is likely. You
will be more inclined towards astrology and you will be able to gain high
knowledge in this subject. In the society you will be known as a respectable
and dignified person. You will famous in far-off places. The people around you
will accept your influence. The other transits and dasha will also give out
benefic results to you.
This year Saturn will transit over the third house, so this period is benefic for
you. During this period some of your pending works will be done. There will be
a progressive change in your business. You may go on long important journey.
This will get you the desired profit and honour in future. A promotion to an
important position is very much likely. So this year is very important and fruitful
for you.
This year Rahu will be transmitting over third house and Ketu will be
placed in the ninth house. Due to its effect this year will prove to be highly
auspicious and fruitful for you. There will be an increase in your respectability
and dignity and the people around you will accept your influence. The
enemies or rivals will be defeated by you. This year you will remain peaceful
and happy. Financially this year will be excellent as there will be an inflow of
money from various sources. You will get success in your field of work by
virtue of hard work and sincerity but your brothers may cause you tension. Due
to Ketu’s position in the ninth house you may have to struggle a lot for
success.

The Sub period of Jupiter in the major period of Moon ends on
09/01/2013 and thereafter you go through sub period of Saturn. Both the sub
period lords are in the same house and sign.
Sub period of Jupiter, is not a good period for creative job. If
involved in a creative job, you will fail to get the desired results. Rather, loss is
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certain, making things more difficult financially than they already are. The family
atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of harmony among the members is
indicated. Marriage plans will not materialize. Your friends will not lend support
to you. Your reputation will suffer. If you are not careful, your enemies will
succeed in their attempts to spoil your image. An addition to the family is
indicated which will cheer you up.
You will not get the desired results in the sub period of Saturn. You
will not do anything creative during this period. You will not do well in your
business. You will not do well in your present venture nor will you be able to
start anything new. If in service, your subordinates will supersede you. You
public image will suffer. No useful contacts will be made during this period.
Journeys will prove to be wasted ones. But on the family front; all will be well .
The family members attitude towards you will be cordial and there will be
harmony among the members.
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Yearly Prediction - 2014
This year the Jupiter will be moving over the twelfth house. You will
enjoy good health but there may be mental tensions at times. Financially you
will be in a strong position but your expenditure will go beyond your control.
You may spend a lot of money on auspicious causes. You will have to work
very hard but success will surely come to you. During this period you may go
on a long journey. In this process you will spend a lot of money. You will also
get acquainted with some influential people through whom you will be
benefited.
Alongwith this the other transits and dasha will be favourable so you
will get the desired success and profit in your field of work.
This year Saturn will transit over the third house, so this period is benefic for
you. During this period some of your pending works will be done. There will be
a progressive change in your business. You may go on long important journey.
This will get you the desired profit and honour in future. A promotion to an
important position is very much likely. So this year is very important and fruitful
for you.
This year Rahu will be transmitting over third house and Ketu will be
placed in the ninth house. Due to its effect this year will prove to be highly
auspicious and fruitful for you. There will be an increase in your respectability
and dignity and the people around you will accept your influence. The
enemies or rivals will be defeated by you. This year you will remain peaceful
and happy. Financially this year will be excellent as there will be an inflow of
money from various sources. You will get success in your field of work by
virtue of hard work and sincerity but your brothers may cause you tension. Due
to Ketu’s position in the ninth house you may have to struggle a lot for
success.

The Sub period of Saturn in the major period of Moon ends on
10/08/2014 and thereafter you go through sub period of Mercury. Saturn is
placed in Fifth House in Virgo whereas Mercury is placed in First house in
Taurus.
You will not get the desired results in the sub period of Saturn. You
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will not do anything creative during this period. You will not do well in your
business. You will not do well in your present venture nor will you be able to
start anything new. If in service, your subordinates will supersede you. You
public image will suffer. No useful contacts will be made during this period.
Journeys will prove to be wasted ones. But on the family front; all will be well .
The family members attitude towards you will be cordial and there will be
harmony among the members.
The sub period of Mercury, with Mercury in the 1st house, is not a
good period for you. Failure to take action in time will not bring the desired
results. None of your pending work will see completion. You business may
suffer a lot. Financial problems will be there. You will not be able to complete
your present ventures nor start any new ones. If you are employed, your
working conditions will worsen. Your efforts to get a job will be in vain. The
family atmosphere will not be peaceful and you will experience strained
relations with the rest of your family members. On the positive side, journeys
will prove to be beneficial for you.
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Yearly Prediction - 2015
This year Jupiter will be transiting over the twelfth house. With its
effects you will be keeping normal health but mentally you will remain tense
and restless. Your financial position may be disbalanced at times due to extra
expenditure. This may cause some hurdles in your field of work. If you make
some real hard efforts, then you have chances of getting success to some
extent. This year you may go on journeys to places near and far. This will also
cause you extra expenses. But in future you have bright prospects.
Along with this the other transits will be favourable but dasha will not
give out very good results. You will get success in some of your important
works by virtue of your hard work and valour. There will be an inflow of money
from various sources. For better results you must worship Jupiter and keep
fast. You must also give donations.
This year Saturn will be transiting over fourth house. Due to its effect this
period will be medium for you and success will come to you only after great
difficulty. You will get the support of your brothers and family members to
some extent. Your mother will be keeping average health. Financially your
position will be average. You will do well in business or work. You may also
invest some money on land property by taking loan There may be hurdles in
this matter initially but later on you will be benefited by it.
Due to the effect of Saturn’s dasha, you may face unnecessary hurdles on
your path from time to time. This may cause you mental tension. To minimise
its ill-effects you must worship Saturn and give donations. You must wear blue
sapphire or iron ring on the middle finger of your left hand.
This year Rahu will be transmitting over second house and Ketu in
eighth house. With its effect you will be keeping average health but mentally
you will remain tense and restless. You may have differences with your family
members at times.
You may get success in some of your works if you make some real
efforts. You will earn enough money but your expenditure will go beyond your
control. Your financial position will be average you may gain some property this
year. You will get success in ventures only after very hard work. For better
results you must worship Rahu and Ketu and recite mantras. You must also
give donations.
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The Sub period of Mercury in the major period of Moon is
operating this year. Mercury is placed in First House in Taurus whereas Moon
is placed in Fourth house in Leo.
The sub period of Mercury, with Mercury in the 1st house, is not a
good period for you. Failure to take action in time will not bring the desired
results. None of your pending work will see completion. You business may
suffer a lot. Financial problems will be there. You will not be able to complete
your present ventures nor start any new ones. If you are employed, your
working conditions will worsen. Your efforts to get a job will be in vain. The
family atmosphere will not be peaceful and you will experience strained
relations with the rest of your family members. On the positive side, journeys
will prove to be beneficial for you.
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Yearly Prediction - 2016
This year Jupiter will be transiting over the first house. Due to its
effect you will enjoy good health and mental peace. In the society you will be
known as a respectable and dignified person. You will get the desired success
and profit in your field of work or business. If you are single then there are
chances of your getting married. You will be more inclined towards religion this
year. There will be an inflow of money from many sources so financially you
will have a strong position. Many of your long pending works will be completed
this year. You will be independent minded and hard working so this year will be
very important but tedious for you. The other transits will be malefic but dasha
will have a benefic effect on you. So you will achieve success after hard work.
This year Saturn will be transiting over fourth house. Due to its effect this
period will be medium for you and success will come to you only after great
difficulty. You will get the support of your brothers and family members to
some extent. Your mother will be keeping average health. Financially your
position will be average. You will do well in business or work. You may also
invest some money on land property by taking loan There may be hurdles in
this matter initially but later on you will be benefited by it.
Due to the effect of Saturn’s dasha, you may face unnecessary hurdles on
your path from time to time. This may cause you mental tension. To minimise
its ill-effects you must worship Saturn and give donations. You must wear blue
sapphire or iron ring on the middle finger of your left hand.
This year Rahu will be placed in your sign and Ketu will be in
seventh house. Due to its effect this year will be in seventh house. Due to its
effect, this year will be average for you. During this period you may have to
suffer from physical ailments and mental tension. With your wife you may have
differences constantly but it will never take a serious form. With hard work and
sincerity you will earn enough money as a result of which financially you will
remain in a comfortable position. Your path of success will be full of struggles
and hard work. You will make new contacts with the help of whom you will be
benefited a lot. You will lose contact with your old friends.
To minimise the evil effects and to get better results you must
worship Rahu and Ketu and you must also give donations.
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This year you pass through 3 sub periods in the major period of
Moon. You start this year with Mercury sub ending on 10/01/2016 next Ketu
follows and continue upto 10/08/2016 . Finally year ends with the sub period of
Venus. The major period lord is placed in Fourth house in Leo in the natal
chart.
The sub period of Mercury, with Mercury in the 1st house, is not a
good period for you. Failure to take action in time will not bring the desired
results. None of your pending work will see completion. You business may
suffer a lot. Financial problems will be there. You will not be able to complete
your present ventures nor start any new ones. If you are employed, your
working conditions will worsen. Your efforts to get a job will be in vain. The
family atmosphere will not be peaceful and you will experience strained
relations with the rest of your family members. On the positive side, journeys
will prove to be beneficial for you.
In the sub period of Ketu, inspite of Ketu being positioned in
trikona, you will fail in your business. None of your projects will materialize. No
useful contacts will be made during this period. Financial loss is indicated. The
family atmosphere will not be congenial and lack of harmony among the
members is indicated. You will lose interest in religion and philosophy and
have no contact with religious people. But, journeys will open up new horizons
for you.
Venus’s sub period will prove to be a difficult period for you, in all
respects. There will be no improvement in the present state of affairs. You will
not do well in your business. Financially things will not be stable. If employed,
your working conditions will deteriorate. You will experience strained relations
with your superiors. The family atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of
harmony among the members is indicated. The opposite sex will rebuff you.
On the positive side, you will meet influential people, which will prove beneficial
for you.
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Yearly Prediction - 2017
This year Jupiter will be transmitting over your second house. With
its benefic effect you will own a handsome bank balance. You will have the
desired profit in business. Even at home the atmosphere will be peaceful and
congenial. This year you may be blessed with a son. At times you will become
extravagant which may cause you financial crisis. In the society you will hold a
respectable position. You will be more inclined towards religion this year. You
will be able to convince people by your speech. But this year the other transits
will be malefic through dasha will have benefic effects. So you will get good
fruits only after hard work.
This year Saturn will be transiting over fourth house. Due to its effect this
period will be medium for you and success will come to you only after great
difficulty. You will get the support of your brothers and family members to
some extent. Your mother will be keeping average health. Financially your
position will be average. You will do well in business or work. You may also
invest some money on land property by taking loan There may be hurdles in
this matter initially but later on you will be benefited by it.
Due to the effect of Saturn’s dasha, you may face unnecessary hurdles on
your path from time to time. This may cause you mental tension. To minimise
its ill-effects you must worship Saturn and give donations. You must wear blue
sapphire or iron ring on the middle finger of your left hand.
This year Rahu will be placed in your sign and Ketu will be in
seventh house. Due to its effect this year will be in seventh house. Due to its
effect, this year will be average for you. During this period you may have to
suffer from physical ailments and mental tension. With your wife you may have
differences constantly but it will never take a serious form. With hard work and
sincerity you will earn enough money as a result of which financially you will
remain in a comfortable position. Your path of success will be full of struggles
and hard work. You will make new contacts with the help of whom you will be
benefited a lot. You will lose contact with your old friends.
To minimise the evil effects and to get better results you must
worship Rahu and Ketu and you must also give donations.

The Sub period of Venus in the major period of Moon is operating
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this year. Venus is placed in First House in Taurus whereas Moon is placed in
Fourth house in Leo.
Venus’s sub period will prove to be a difficult period for you, in all
respects. There will be no improvement in the present state of affairs. You will
not do well in your business. Financially things will not be stable. If employed,
your working conditions will deteriorate. You will experience strained relations
with your superiors. The family atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of
harmony among the members is indicated. The opposite sex will rebuff you.
On the positive side, you will meet influential people, which will prove beneficial
for you.
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Yearly Prediction - 2018
This year Jupiter will be passing over the third house. Due to its
effects you may go on journey to places near and for which will prove to be
highly profitable. You will be more inclined towards subjects like literature and
philosophy. You will get full cooperation and support from your old friends this
year you may also make new friends with whose help many new vistas will be
opened for you. Your health will give you no problems. In your field of work you
will progress a lot. You will project the image of a large-hearted person. In the
society you will hold a respectable position. During this period over the other
transits and dasha will be benefic. So this year will prove to be highly
auspicious for you.
This year Saturn will be transiting over the fifth house. So with its effect you will
enjoy good health and mental peace. You will go about your important works
with zeal and sincerity. You will get on well with the people around you and in
the society you will be known as a respectable person. There will be an inflow
of money from various sources as a result of which you will remain in a strong
financial position. Your children will keep you satisfied by doing well in their
respective fields. Your wife will also be keeping good health and the two of you
will get along famously.
You will get success in various fields. You will get acquainted with some
political personalities this year. There may be a major gain also. So try to make
the best out this period.
This year the transit Rahu will be passing over the twelfth house
and Ketu will be moving over the sixth house which indicates that this year is
generally good for you. During this period you will enjoy good health and
mental peace. You may undergo a long journey. It can be a foreign trip as well.
A lot of money will be wasted on this. You will spend a lot of your time on
entertainments. Financially you will be in a strong position as you will be able to
earn a lot of money. Due to the effects of Ketu you will be able to defeat your
enemies. The people around you will accept your influence. You will do well in
your field of work.

Major period of Moon ends on 11/04/2018 and subsequently
major period of Mars will start. This indicates a changing phase of your life.
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The year starts with the sub period Venus in the major period of Moon. The
sub period of Sun in the major period of Moon ends on 10/10/2018 followed
by sub period of Mars ends on 08/03/2019.
Venus’s sub period will prove to be a difficult period for you, in all
respects. There will be no improvement in the present state of affairs. You will
not do well in your business. Financially things will not be stable. If employed,
your working conditions will deteriorate. You will experience strained relations
with your superiors. The family atmosphere will not be pleasant and lack of
harmony among the members is indicated. The opposite sex will rebuff you.
On the positive side, you will meet influential people, which will prove beneficial
for you.
In the Sun’s sun period you are likely to get mixed results. Some of
your plans or strategy will just not click. There can be setbacks or failures in
attempts. Financial problems can also be there. You may develop strained
relations with your superiors etc. The family atmosphere may not be
hormonious. The health of someone in the family may be a cause of worry to
you. On the positive side, your mind may be inclined towards occult or
parapsychology. Some psychic experience may also be realised. Your
opponents will try to tarnish your image but they will not be successful. Take
care of your health as you may be prone to cardial diseases.
You are likely to have a rough time in the sub period of Mars. You
may face obstacles in the pursuit of your goals. There can also be losses or
setbacks in your business. Financially, you will be quite stable. If you are
employed, your working conditions may deteriorate. The family atmosphere
may not be peaceful and there may be disputes among the members. The
health of someone in the family may not be good. Your opponents will try to
damage your reputation and they can be successful if you are not alert. As far
as possible, risk-taking tendencies should be curbed. Take care of your health
too.
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Yearly Prediction - 2019
This year Jupiter will be passing over the fourth house so this year
will be generally good for you. During this period you will enjoy good health and
mental peace. At home also the atmosphere will be harmonious. Many of your
projects will be successfully launched. You will get the desired success and
profit in your field of work or business. Your financial position will be average
as you will earn the necessary amount of money. The people around you will
appreciate and respect you. This year you may gain land property. You will be
benefited through your mother and in-laws. The other transits are malefic for
you but dasha will give out good fruits. So there may be delays in your
important works sometimes.
This year Saturn will be passing over the fifth house.
With its effect your physical and mental health will be medium. You will go
about your important works with zeal and enthusiasm and success will come to
you from time to time. You will get on well with the people around you and in
the society you will hold a respectable position. Financially your position will be
good as there will be an increase in your sources of income. Your children will
cooperate with you to some extent. Your married life will be average and your
wife’s health may be affected from time to time.
There may be hurdles on your path of success but if you work hard you may
get the desired result. You may come in contact of some political personalities
but you will not be benefited by these acquaintances in a big way.
This year Rahu will be passing over the eleventh house and Ketu
will be moving over the fifth house which indicates that your will be getting
benefic results in a greater proportion as compared to the malefic results. If
you work hard you will get the desired success in business. A promotion in
service or politics is very much likely. Due to this there will be an upliftment in
your status and in the society you will be known as respectable person. Even
financially this year will be suitable as there will be an inflow of money from
various sources but you will become short tempered. During this year you will
not be satisfied with your children. They may suffer from physical ailments.

The Sub period of Mars in the major period of Mars ends on
08/03/2019 and thereafter you go through sub period of Rahu. Mars is placed
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in Twelfth House in Aries whereas Rahu is placed in Third house in Cancer.
You are likely to have a rough time in the sub period of Mars. You
may face obstacles in the pursuit of your goals. There can also be losses or
setbacks in your business. Financially, you will be quite stable. If you are
employed, your working conditions may deteriorate. The family atmosphere
may not be peaceful and there may be disputes among the members. The
health of someone in the family may not be good. Your opponents will try to
damage your reputation and they can be successful if you are not alert. As far
as possible, risk-taking tendencies should be curbed. Take care of your health
too.
From the beginning of the sub period of Rahu, you will lose
courage and confidence in yourself. You will not make any useful contacts
during this period. Financial problems will be there. As an independent
entrepreneur you will do badly in your business. You will not be able to expand
your present venture or start anything new. If in service, your working
conditions will deteriorate considerably and a long awaited promotion will fail to
come through. There will be strained relations with your superiors. You may be
asked to undertake journeys to far off and undesirable places. But, on the
positive side, your enemies will not be successful in their attempts to damage
your reputation.
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